## Description

I've got a new machine. I've been trying to run a React Native app and have had a lot of troubles. Going through the myriad of issues and applying various fixes, I got to a point where I wondered if React Native was even installed, as a CLI tool. So I globally installed it via npm. But now when I run pod install, I get a ruby error? I'm pasting the crash report. Maybe someone has an idea of what I can do:

```bash
A6004902@MACP2GKXYDW6J ios % pod install --verbose
$ /Users/A6004902/.nvm/versions/node/v16.13.2/bin/node -e try {console.log(require('@react-native-community/cli').bin);} catch (e) {console.log(require('react-native/cli').bin);} /Users/A6004902/repos/fwf-employee-app/node_modules/@react-native-community/cli/build/bin.js
Using firebase.json from '/Users/A6004902/repos/fwf-employee-app/firebase.json'
Adding a custom script phase for Pod RNFBApp: [RNFB] Core Configuration
Preparing
Analyzing dependencies
Inspecting targets to integrate
Using ARCHS setting to build architectures of target Pods-EmployeeApp: () Using `ARCHS` setting to build architectures of target `Pods-Tests`: ()
Finding Podfile changes
- AppCenter
- BBYCore
- BVLinearGradient
- DoubleConversion
- EssenceNative
- FBLazyVector
- FBRReactNativeSpec
- Folly
- Permission-Camera
- Permission-LocationAccuracy
- Permission-LocationAlways
- Permission-LocationWhenInUse
- Permission-Microphone
- Permission-PhotoLibrary
- Permission-PhotoLibraryAddOnly
- Permission-Reminders
- Permission-SpeechRecognition
- RCTRequired
- RCTTypeSafety
- RNCAsyncStorage
- RNMaskedView
- RNDeviceInfo
- RNFBApp
- RNFBMessaging
- RNFastImage
```
● RNGestureHandler
● RNInAppBrowser
● RNKeychain
● RNPermissions
● RNReanimated
● RN�数
● RNScanner
● RNScreens
● RNSecureKeyStore
● React
● React-Core
● React-CoreModules
● React-RCTActionSheet
● React-RCTAnimation
● React-RCTBlob
● React-RCTImage
● React-RCTLinking
● React-RCTNetwork
● React-RCTSettings
● React-RCTText
● React-RCTVibration
● React-callinvoker
● React-cxxreact
● React-jsi
● React-jsiexecutor
● React-jsinspector
● ReactCommon
● ReactNativeART
● ReactNativeExceptionHandler
● Yoga
● glog
● react-native-app-auth
● react-native-cookies
● react-native-dynatrace
● react-native-geolocation
● react-native-image-picker
● react-native-maps
● react-native-netinfo
● react-native-safe-area-context
● react-native-video
● react-native-voice
● react-native-webview

Fetching external sources
→ Fetching podspec for BVLinearGradient from ../node_modules/react-native-linear-gradient
→ Fetching podspec for DoubleConversion from ../node_modules/react-native/third-party-podspecs/DoubleConversion.podspec
→ Fetching podspec for FBLazyVector from ../node_modules/react-native/Libraries/FBLazyVector
→ Fetching podspec for FBReactNativeSpec from ../node_modules/react-native/Libraries/FBReactNativeSpec
→ Fetching podspec for Folly from ../node_modules/react-native/third-party-podspecs/Folly.podspec
→ Fetching podspec for RNDeviceInfo from ../node_modules/react-native-device-info
→ Fetching podspec for RNFBApp from ../node_modules/@react-native-firebase/app
→ Fetching podspec for RNFBMessaging from ../node_modules/@react-native-firebase/messaging
→ Fetching podspec for RNFastImage from ../node_modules/react-native-fast-image
→ Fetching podspec for RNGestureHandler from ../node_modules/react-native-gesture-handler
Resolving dependencies of Podfile
/Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/ffi-1.15.5/lib/ffi/library.rb:275: [BUG] Bus Error at 0x0000000100f3c000
ruby 2.6.8p205 (2021-07-07 revision 67951) [universal.arm64e-darwin21]

-- Crash Report log information -------------------------------------------
See Crash Report log file under the one of following:
* ~/Library/Logs/DiagnosticReports
* /Library/Logs/DiagnosticReports
for more details.
Don't forget to include the above Crash Report log file in bug reports.

-- Control frame information ---------------------------------------------
c:0049 p:---- s:0307 e:000306 CFUNC :attach
  c:0048 p:0258 s:0301 e:000300 METHOD /Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/ffi-1.15.5/lib/ffi/library.rb:275
  c:0047 p:0050 s:0281 e:000280 CLASS /Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/ethon-0.15.0/lib/ethon/libc.rb:17
  c:0046 p:0007 s:0278 e:000277 CLASS /Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/ethon-0.15.0/lib/ethon/libc.rb:7
  c:0045 p:0007 s:0275 e:000274 TOP /Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/ethon-0.15.0/lib/ethon/libc.rb:2 [FINISH]
c:0044 p:---- s:0272 e:000271 CFUNC :require
  c:0043 p:0110 s:0267 e:000266 METHOD
/System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/core_ext/kernel_require.rb:54
  c:0042 p:0255 s:0281 e:000280 CLASS /Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/typhoeus-1.4.0/lib/typhoeus.rb:2 [FINISH]
c:0041 p:---- s:0252 e:000251 CFUNC :require
  c:0040 p:0110 s:0247 e:000246 METHOD
/System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/core_ext/kernel_require.rb:54
  c:0039 p:0110 s:0235 e:000234 TOP /Library/Ruby/Gems/2.6.0/gems/typhoeus-1.4.0/lib/typhoeus.rb:2 [FINISH]
c:0038 p:---- s:0232 e:000231 CFUNC :require
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-- Other runtime information -----------------------------------------------

- Loaded script: /usr/local/bin/pod
- Loaded features:

  0 enumerator.so
  1 thread.rb
  2 rational.so
  3 complex.so
  4 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/universal-darwin21/enc/encdb.bundle
  5 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/universal-darwin21/enc/trans/transdb.bundle
  6 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/universal-darwin21/rbconfig.rb
  7 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/compatibility.rb
  8 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/default.rb
  9 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/deprecate.rb
  10 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/errors.rb
  11 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/version.rb
  12 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/requirement.rb
  13 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/platform.rb
  14 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/basic_specification.rb
  15 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/stub_specification.rb
  16 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/rubygems/delegate.rb
  17 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/uri/rfc2396_parser.rb
  18 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/uri/rfc3986_parser.rb
  19 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/uri/common.rb
  20 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/uri/generic.rb
  21 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/uri/file.rb
  22 /System/Library/Frameworks/Ruby.framework/Versions/2.6/usr/lib/ruby/2.6.0/uri/ftp.rb
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[NOTE]
You may have encountered a bug in the Ruby interpreter or extension libraries.
Bug reports are welcome. For details: https://www.ruby-lang.org/bugreport.html

[IMPORTANT]
Don't forget to include the Crash Report log file under
DiagnosticReports directory in bug reports.

zsh: abort    pod install --verbose

Related issues:
Related to Ruby master - Bug #18555: Running "bundle exec middleman server" o...
Closed

History
#1 - 02/10/2022 10:36 PM - jeremyevans0 (Jeremy Evans)
- Status changed from Open to Third Party's Issue
It's third party's issue. [https://github.com/typhoeus/ethon/issues/193](https://github.com/typhoeus/ethon/issues/193)

#2 - 02/11/2022 02:43 AM - mame (Yusuke Endoh)
- Related to Bug #18555: Running "bundle exec middleman server" on M1 Mac gives [BUG] Bus Error at 0x0000000104b04000 added

#3 - 02/11/2022 02:44 AM - mame (Yusuke Endoh)
You may want to try this solution: [https://github.com/ffi/ffi/issues/800#issuecomment-1008308614](https://github.com/ffi/ffi/issues/800#issuecomment-1008308614)